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Preface
Analysing colonial continuities amongst Western development worker in Kenya, the topic of
my Bachelor thesis, allowed me to become more familiar with the implications of my future
field of work, especially the implications for my private life and personal satisfaction. I very
much enjoyed getting the chance to apply theoretical knowledge I acquired during my
Bachelor studies, such as development theories or Bourdieu´s theories on the reproduction of
the social order. But thanks to my supervisor Pieter de Vries, I also enjoyed to explore
completely new theories, such as the psychoanalytical concepts of jouissance or fetishist
disavowal, broadening my intellectual horizon and seeing aspects from a different
perspective. I was lucky to be able to use my experiences from my gap year and later
internship in Kenya and to bring personal observations and judgements to a more advanced
level. Last but not least, reading all the blogs, newspaper articles and Facebook comments and
discussing with people gave me the feeling that researching for my Bachelor thesis was more
like a leisure activity.
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Awareness of your own privilege in relation to the rest of the world
is often a motivator for people drawn to humanitarian or
development work. The ironic twist is that in this profession we
are transformed from unremarkable young people into a little
aristocracy.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2015a)
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1 Introduction
In December 2014, I went to a Disco Soup event in Nairobi. As I learned later, it was the Nairobi
version of the global anti-food-waste movement Disco Soup, founded in her free time by a
young and enthusiastic German development practitioner working in Nairobi. I found out
about the event through some of my friends and the Facebook event and decided to go. The
event intended to raising awareness about the relation between European supermarkets,
livelihoods of Kenyan farmers, and an increasing amount of food waste in Kenya. I also invited
James1, a Kenyan friend and professional cook, to join me as I thought food waste might be
an interesting issue for him. When I arrived at the event location, I looked around and saw
mainly white people. Usually, I would not have been surprised anymore because my
experience showed that this kind of concentration of Western people was quite common. But
since this was an event addressing issues of local farmers, as well as cooking and giving away
free food, I expected to see more lower class or middle class Kenyans – and those Kenyans
who were present seemed to be either staff or relatively privileged and wealthy. After a while
of enjoying the live music, eating self-cooked food and talking, I received a call from James.
He said that he was outside and that I should come out. I told him to simply come inside and
did not understand the trouble when he told me he would prefer me to come. When I got out,
I realized that the two Kenyan bouncers did not want to let James in until they saw that I knew
him – though it was a public event. When I first entered, I did not even notice that there were
bouncers and I realized that I was able to move around unbothered whilst my friend, belonging
to the Kenyan middle class, was denied entry. Suddenly, the Disco Soup event did not feel like
a legitimate movement as it did not include enough of those who were actually affected by
Kenyan food waste but mainly Europeans.
It made me thoughtful how the segregation and Western superiority, which reminded me of
colonial times, is still carried on by current development workers. Surely, the German woman
who founded and organized the events never meant to exclude Kenyan middle or lower class.
She probably missed to communicate this to the bouncers and informed about the event only
through channels she was normally using – and therefore also only reached people like her or

1

All names of my Kenyan references have been changed.
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me. The location of the event was also in a rather wealthy area because she was familiar there
and had connections with the owner.
So even though she intended the movement to be inclusive and participatory, it turned to be
only inclusive for a certain group of people
– Western people or Kenyans who are
friends with Western people (and in this
case mostly relatively wealthy). For
example, the meetings, announced by the
Facebook page of Disco Soup Nairobi for

I li e i a to full of este e s ho do t
integrate. Fraternising with the natives is next
to unheard of – unless, of course, you are
sleeping with them. There are western
restaurants, and local ones. The signs outside
do t sa no bla ks allo ed ut the p i es
do.2 (Secret Aid Worker, 2016b)

people interested in joining, took place in Juniper Kitchen, a restaurant and bar. It is a place
quite popular for expats in Nairobi - founded by Western people and seemingly for Western
people as area, food and drinks are quite pricey for most Kenyans (for example

€ to ha e

brunch).
This kind of segregation and concentration of Western people at particular and high-priced
places is very common in Nairobi as they all share the Western lifestyle in a developing
country. Therefore, it is only one of many examples I encountered during the year I spent in
Nairobi. It gave me the impression that some of the mind-sets and practices of former
colonists continued in the life of current Western development workers, 52 years after
independence – though it might not be intended or even conscious.
But if the local population perceives these mind-sets and practices as a colonial legacy, they
might question the legitimacy of the whole development aid and programs and have an
adverse attitude towards them. Since this could have negative impacts on the success of the
projects and hinder local development capabilities, this field of study has a high societal and
scientific relevance. Furthermore, if the mind-sets and practices of development workers
reflect a certain superiority and inequality, it could be questioned to which extent they are
able or willing to understand and represent the needs of the local population.3 If the Western
people are not part of the local life, they might lack local knowledge, which is crucial for

Actually, there was a Chinese restaurant in Nairobi with a No-Af i a afte p
poli
hi h allo ed only
taxi drivers or Africans accompanied by Chinese, Eu opea o I dia pat o s into the compound (Chege, 2016).
3
It should further be noted that the high living standards of development workers are financed by either tax
money or donations intended for development aid and impeding inequalities. Under these circumstances, it is
also questionable if the money invested in high living standards is spent well if it leads to a certain superiority
and segregation (and therefore to more inequality).

2

2

successful projects developments and implementations4. In this context, many scholars and
development workers argue that the current development apparatus is mistaken and that a
transformation of the whole development sector is needed.
It has to be wrong to arri e i so eo e s
country and have a better quality of life
than 99% of the local population, to roll
around the place in your huge land cruiser
throwing dust on to the locals.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2015a)

Besides looking at the success of the
development work, the high life style of the
Western expats is also a moral question.
Development work is generally perceived to
be driven by altruism and to diminish global

and local, social and economic inequalities (Arcaro, 2016). Given that, it feels morally wrong
and shows a certain inconsistence that those with the trusteeship and agency to impede these
I think it kind of dawned on me when I
imbalances are also benefitting from (and even
was working at a five-star hotel here in
reproducing) inequalities by having high living
Nai o i a fe ea s ago that NGOs a e t
standards – which in most cases would be
always what they seem. All these guys
were gathered around eating lobster
impossible to sustain in their home country (e.g.
bisque and discussing how to reduce
having a house help). It makes it likewise a
po e t . “o ethi g did t see ight.
uestio of justi e to li e as hite fo eig e s
(Kurji, 2014)
among the small Kenyan upper class. The official legitimation of development workers sta in
developing counties sounds hypercritical: Impeding the very inequalities which were (and are
to a certain extent) driven by their home countries since their wealth resulted for a big part
from the pauperization of the former colonies, as further elaborated in chapter four and five.
Therefore, it is a highly relevant field of study and offers opportunities for (self-) reflection,
critique, and improving the work of development workers.
This report attempts to make persisting colonial mind-sets and practices in the world of
development workers visible. Generally, these mind-sets and practices are visible in the
organization and implementation of development projects and policies, as well as in the
private domain of the staff. Much emphasis has been placed on the post-development critique
of the structure of the development apparatus and of its neo-colonial influences. The focus of
this research is on a lesser researched field: the private and social life of development

4

According to Barca, McCann and Rodríguez-Posé (2012), development projects should follow a place based
approach to be successful, and require the inclusion of local knowledge.
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practitioners in Kenya. Therefore, it is not an analysis of the actual development work, the
projects and policies, and does only touch general questions of legitimacy.
The thesis consists of seven chapters, including the introduction and the discussion and
conclusion. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the context (the development apparatus in
Kenya) for a better understanding of development work in Kenya. The 3rd chapter constitutes
the research methodology, and is divided in two sections. Firstly, the research questions and
methods are presented. Secondly, the analytical and conceptual framework of the analysis is
discussed. Chapter 4 describes the mind-sets and practices of Western people residing in
Kenya during colonial times. As the previous chapters, this chapter provides a basis for a
comparison of past times with the current life of Westerners in Kenya. The 5th chapter analyses
the post-colonial mind-sets and practices of development workers while referring to the
preceding chapter in order to explore colonial (dis-) continuities. Therefore, I refer to
development workers´ ambitions, to their attachment to the development apparatus, and to
their lifestyle. Further, possible reasons and consequences of these findings are discussed.
Chapter 6 takes a look at the local perspectives of the Kenyans and of Western development
workers. In the last and 7th chapter, the research findings are critically discussed and I end
with a conclusion.

4

2 The Development Apparatus in Kenya
Kenya has a long and violent colonial history of foreign domination, which started with the
Arabs in the 10th century, followed by the Portuguese in the 16th century (both mainly around
the coast for trade). The British colonists settled in the heart of Kenya, where they founded
Nairobi, and took the colonial lead by the late 1800s until 1963 (Foundation for Sustainable
Development, n.d.). In colonial times the British Empire claimed the trusteeship to develop,
whereas in current times the agency and trusteeship of development aid is dominated by
Western development organizations and their employees who are privileged in terms of their
socio-e o o i status a d hose fa tas of helpi g a d doi g good a ose f o

t aditio –

in addition to Kenyan initiatives (Kapoor, 2014; Tandon, 2015b).
Since the beginning of the cold war, Nairobi attracted an especially high number of Western
development workers working for (international-)(non-)governmental organisations, being
one of the

o ld s top e ipie ts of hu a ita ia assista e between 2004 and 2013 (Kuo,

2016b). The reasons to choose Kenya for investment have mainly organisational grounds
which offer more opportunities for a successful co-operation and implementation of projects.
Kenya is relatively peaceful and politically stable (though it endured a number of terroristic
attacks in the last years) with a government which is not opposed to Western countries. The
colonial history and English as an official as well as widely spoken language, next to Kiswahili,
are two additional factors (Kuo, 2016a). Furthermore, Kenya is a relatively poor country, but
not as poor as other Sub-Saharan countries, so the necessary infrastructure, living standards
and social life of development workers are not being impaired (medical treatment, shopping
malls, and schools fulfil Western standards). Therefore, and because of the pleasing climate,
Nairobi offers an attractive locality for Western development workers (Holtham & Hazlewood,
1976). Additionally, Kenya serves as o e of the

o ld s la gest hu s fo de elop e t

organizations with more than 12,000 local and international non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) and around 12,000 expat NGO workers currently living in the country (Kuo, 2016a;
2016b). Its strategic and central location in East Africa draws many development practitioners
who are working on issues in unstable neighbouring countries such as Somalia and South
Sudan, the big refugee camps close to the border, or other places in Kenya to be stationed in
Nairobi for security and other practical reasons (Fifty Shades of Aid, 2016). Furthermore, the
5

United Nations Office at Nairobi (UNON), one of the four major United Nations office sites and
the headquarter in Africa, is situated in Nairobi and responsible for a high number of
development practitioners in Nairobi (United Nations Office at Nairobi, 2015).
The term Western development workers throughout this research report denotes European,
North American, and also Australian employees in Nairobi who are working for (non-)
governmental organisations aiming to support the economic, environmental, social, or
political development of Kenya. The work fields can range from wildlife conservation to
promotion of free trade, while the development projects follow mostly Western ideals. For
simplicity reasons, I also include humanitarian aid workers, who rather focus on short-term
responses
In the following, I give a brief description of some of the most important development
agencies.
The United Nations Office at Nairobi (UNON) covers 24 programs and organizations, amongst
other the world-wide headquarters of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
and of the United Nations Human Settlements Programme (HABITAT). The UN staff in Nairobi
consists of close to 4000 people (of course not all Western origin) (United Nations Office at
Nairobi, 2015).
The international financial organization World Bank is an additional considerable investor (in
the scope of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, IBRD, and the
International Development Association, IDA). The governmental organization invested $914
million in 2015, mainly in the areas of transport, devolution, energy, water, urban, health,
public sector management and social protection (World Bank Group, 2016).
The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) is one of the main
governmental donors and invested $458.6 million in 2015. USAID focusses mainly on issues of
health, but also on humanitarian assistance, economic growth through agriculture and trade,
education, devolution of government, and wildlife conservation. Kenya belonged with
Ethiopia to the main recipients in 2015 in terms of money spent and number of projects (119
projects in Kenya) (USAID Kenya, 2016; USAID, 2016).
The German governmental development organization Gemeinschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) is another considerable governmental donor, though Kenya is not
a o g its

ai

e ipie ts, a d spe t app o i atel €
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.

illio in the last year. The money

is mainly invested in projects on agriculture, government and civil society, renewable energy
generation, health, and reconstruction relief and rehabilitation (GIZ, 2016).
Oxfam is one of the major international non-governmental organizations (NGO) in Kenya,
which is the ninth biggest beneficent in Sub-Sahara Africa (Oxfam International, 2015). The
British based NGO is planning to move its headquarters to Nairobi, starting in 2017 (Kuo,
2016b). The NGO spe t € ,

illio f om mid-2014 to mid-2015 and work on economic

growth of vulnerable communities in the dry and remote northern regions, living conditions
in urban informal settlements, conflict resolution, emergency relief, and supporting the local
civil society (mainly to defend their rights and climate change accountability) (Oxfam
International, n.d.; Oxfam International, 2015).
It is also important to note that not all Western people in Nairobi are development workers,
but they are usually all moving in the same circles. Except for the few descendants of former
colonists who are still living in Kenya in a very privileged way, there are also numerous
business people who came to Kenya mostly because of economic opportunities or longing for
adventure, for example in the tourism or wildlife sector. I would estimate this group to be
around a third of the Western people in Kenya. Not many tourists come to Nairobi and those
who come seem to either transiting or visiting the Western people working there.
Furthermore, there is also a substantial number of cultural workers, journalists and artists, for
example at the Alliance Française or the Goethe Institute.

7

3 Research Methodology
In this chapter, the main research question and sub-questions are presented, as well as the
methods which are used to answer them. Afterwards, applicable theories and concepts are
explored in order to achieve the research objective in a scientific way.

3.1 Research Questions and Methods
To analyse the colonial continuities, as well as the discontinuities, the central research
question is formulated as follows:
To which extent do colonial practices and mind-sets persist among current development
workers in Kenya?
In order to sufficiently explore the topic, three sub-research questions are formulated:
How did Western superiority manifest itself during colonial times in Kenya?
This question is being answered first, in chapter four. It is necessary to trace possible changes
or continuities in post-colonial times.
Are the same patterns still visible? And does that apply for current development workers?
Referring to the previous question, the current mind-sets and practices are analysed and
compared to patterns of Western colonial domination to find continuities. Thereby, the focus
is on the ambitions and feasibility, on the attachment to the development apparatus, and on
the lifestyle of Western development workers. Furthermore, the perspectives of Kenyans and
Western development workers are explored. This is being done in chapter five and six.
What are the reasons for possible (dis-) continuities?
Aiming to better understand the findings of the previous questions and to determine possible
improvements, the reasons for the (dis-) continuities are discussed in each chapter.
To validate, deepen and widen the understanding of post-colonial mind-sets and practices, I
chose the method of data triangulation (Olsen, 2004). Therefore, the analysis of the research
questions is based on diverse secondary sources and personal experiences.
8

The secondary literature consists of scientific sources about the colonial and post-colonial era
as well as theories of (post-)development, post-colonialism, psychoanalysis and sociological
theories about the reproduction of the social order.
Further, I used information from various articles and which address personal experiences of
development workers, published in blogs and online-newspapers. Hereby, I refer mainly to
the Secret Aid Worker section of The Guardian, where mainly Western development workers
write anonymously about their experiences in African countries.
In addition, I watched the film Out of Africa, which is based on the autobiographical book of
the same name, as well as the first two (and until now only) episodes of the Kenyan
mockumentary The Samaritans, which shows the life at an international NGO in Nairobi in a
sati i al a si ila to The Offi e ) – and thereby offers insights into the local perceptions.
Furthermore, I retrieved data from the websites, for example those of development
organisations which send Western employees to Kenya.
My personal experiences are based on the time I spent volunteering and later interning in
Nairobi from 2013 to 2015, as well as on conversations with people who were living in Nairobi.
I spent eleven months as a volunteer at school in a slum region as part of weltwärts, a German
governmental program, and later three months as a research intern for a program of a German
university at Kenyatta University. During that time, I encountered numerous development
workers, p oje ts, a d the ta get g oup of the development interventions. Further, I used
information from posts in Facebook groups such as Nairobi Expats Social, or Fifty Shades of
Aid and of Facebook friends.
A bit naïve and idealistic, I arrived in Kenya with great ambitions to try to do my part to help
to make the world a better place. As a volunteer, I was living under conditions similar to those
of the local middle class - as it was intended by the governmental program. But soon I realized
that those people who were really working in Nairobi as development workers and trying to
make the world a better place actually had a very expensive and exclusive life style. In the
beginning, this shocked me and I had a strong aversion to these living standards and
inconsistencies. It just did ot feel ight that people e e eati g lo ste
ho to edu e po e t

is ue a d dis ussi g

(Kurji, 2014). But frighteningly, after a while it felt normal and it was

like I got sucked into those circles. I realize that these experiences can impair my objectivity
and that this report might seem a bit one-sided at first, since I started mentioning only
continuities of colonial mind-sets a d p a ti es. But a o di g to Žižek i Kapoo
9

,a

eut al ie a d a o je ti e ealit is ot the o e
so the e is o uestio of ei g outside ideolog

p.

as e a e all ideologi all p odu ed,
.

Furthermore, I am not only interested in the practices but also in the subjectivities, since I will
e a al si g de elop e t

o ke s su je ti it . De elop e t

o ke s a e su je ts oth i

the sense of having an agency and being subjected to the development apparatus. In this way,
my own subjectivity as a former volunteer in Nairobi and International Development student
is an advantage or even a necessity for identifying (unconscious) neo-colonial mind-sets and
practices.

3.2 Analytical and Conceptual Framework
In order to analyse and understand colonial continuities, an extensive analytical and
conceptual framework is used. Below, relevant concepts and theories of development, postcolonialism, psychoanalysis, and on the reproduction of social order are introduced. These
four theoretical viewpoints complement and follow up on each other. In the following
chapters, they are further elaborated and applied to the Kenyan case.

3.2.1 Development Theories
There are competing views on development; on the one hand, development of and alongside
capitalism, which promote neo-liberalism and aim to remove barriers to modernization.
Currently, these are the dominant forms of development, mainly promoted by (international)
governmental institutions. Hereby, development aid is often bound to certain conditions (for
example more liberal trade regulations). On the other hand are alternative, people-centred
development and post-development theories, which either want to empower local initiatives
or completely reject the idea of development as outside intervention (Thomas, 2000).
Post-development theories are based on the ideological and political perspective that
development is a neo-colonial practice based on western ideologies (M. Nuijten, personal
communication, March 14, 2016; Tandon, 2012, 2015a, 2015b). In other words, in the
do i a t de elop e t dis ou se the No th s supe io it o e the “outh is take fo g a ted,
and Western-style develop e t is the

o

Kapoor, 2008, p.42). Post-development

theories criticise this de elop e t dis ou se

de o st ati g its depe de e o

patriarchal, positivist and ethnocentric principles which derive from the modernist project of
10

the Enlightenment

De Vries, 2007, p.28). Followers like James Ferguson further argue that

development interventions are hardly successful in bringing about (intended) social and
economic transformation in the lives of marginalized people in developing countries (De Vries,
2007, p.34). The Ugandan policy adviser, political activist, and professor Yash Tandon goes
even further, saying that development interventions are only intended to favor the political
a d e o o i age das of the do o

ou t ies (Tandon, 2012). Arturo Escobar, another

leading member of the post-development school, reasons that presenting developing
countries as poor and in need of aid is part of the constitution of the network of power
relations (De Vries, 2007, p.35).
Working in the development aid positions one within this development discourse and
therefore, post-development theories offer further possibilities to analyse the current colonial
mind-sets and practices of development workers.
According to Thomas (2000), there are three main meanings of development: development
as a practice, development as a process of social change, and development as a vision and
utopia (p.777). But in the current mainstream development alongside capitalism,
development means more practice, whereby the vision of development tends to get reduced
to targets and the process of development to techniques (Thomas, 2000, p. 778). This is
visible in the organization of development work, for example in the choice and organization
of projects and employees.
Further important concepts of development theories are agency, trusteeship, and legitimacy
and can give further relevant insights in the study of colonial power relations. As a Kenyan
development worker and PHD student told me, the people with money are deciding about the
conditions of development. In other words, the Western development organizations and their
e plo ees ha e the age

to e su e the de elop e t of the Thi d Wo ld . They do not only

have the agen , ut a e e t usted

ith de elop e t aid and to act on behalf of the Other

– they have the trusteeship. Originally, the trusteeship to develop in Kenya has been claimed
by the state of the colonizer. Now international agencies like the United Nations or the World
Bank and non-governmental organizations are additional players in the development field and
entrusted with development (as well as the local government and private corporation).
Trusteeship raises questions of legitimacy. Do Western development workers act on behalf of
Kenyans? And do they have the power and capacity for it? Followers of people-centred and

11

post-development would question this and argue that people should be the agents of their
own development (Thomas, 2000).

3.2.2 Post-Colonial Studies
Though colonialism is not a modern phenomenon, the term now mainly refers to the process
of Western settlement, control and exploitation of territories and natives conquered by
European powers from the 16th until the mid-20th century. Post-colonialism does not mark the
end of colonialization but analyses the effects of the colonial process. It describes and
responds to the struggles and transition to sovereignty of former colonies (Stanford
University, 2012). Key of post-colonial studies are the power relations between the hegemon
and the subaltern, rooted in colonial history (from colonizer and colonized to West and Third
World). A focus is hereby on processes of decolonization, which involves a disruption of
hegemonic powers and a reinterpretation of the knowledge and power relationships between
hegemon and subaltern (Kapoor, 2008). Post-colonist theorists argue that
to i he e t supe io it o a i ilizi g issio

ese

lai s of Eu ope

le the u e t idea of de elop e t a d

that development aid is nothing more than a means for control and surveillance of the former
colonies, a k o ledge-po e

egi e (Cooper & Packard, 1997, pp. 1-3). Post-colonial

studies are a critique of post-colonial thinking and the status quo and is characterized by
alternative development approaches. It challenges the dominant development discourse and
its theories often overlap with those of post-development theorists (Fukuoka, 2011).
In this thesis, the critical theory of post-colonialism is used to analyse post-colonial mind-sets
and practices, whereby domination, inequalities, or racism often take new forms. I thereby
mainly refer to the notable post-colonial theorists Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak and Ilan Kapoor
(see also Kapoo s appli atio of ps hoanalysis).
In his work on Orientalism Edward Said, a Palestinian-American literary theoretician and
cultural critic, recognized a general continuity in the way West and East are depicted in various
literary sources; as rational, peaceful, liberal, logical, and without natural suspicion, and as
irrational, degenerate, primitive, mystical, suspicious, sexually depraved, and so on,
respectively (Kapoor, 2008, p. 6). Post-colonialism critiques this binary categorization into
which the Other is incorporated (Kapoor, 2008, p. 8). These representations are not neutral
a d i this se se, O ie talis

is the e o

ousl s ste ati discipline by which European

culture [has been] able to manage - and even produce - the Orient politically, sociologically,
12

militarily, ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively during the post-E lighte

e t pe iod

(Said, 1978 in Kapoor, 2008, pp. 6-7). According to Said, the process of decolonization resulted
in another hierarchical system with the Western development discourse positioned
dominantly at the top (Fukuoka, 2011). The olo ial dis ou se is depi ted as all-powerful and
the olo ial su je t as its

e e effe t. …

ot a f ee su je t of thought o a tio

e ause of O ie talis , the O ie t as ot a d is
(Kapoor, 2008, p. 7). The theory of Orientalism and

the question of representation is also applicable for the context of this research as it illustrates
the continuity of the binary categorization and Western domination, which comes forward
throughout this thesis.
The Indian scholar, literary theorist, and feminist critic Gayatri Spivak contributed to postcolonial theories mainly through her studies on the subaltern, the people of the Third World.
She criticises the colonial and current othering process and universalizing representation of
the Thi d Wo ld´s

asses

hi h does not allow the subaltern to speak up. Spivak argues that

the Western interaction with and representation of the subaltern through the management
in development aid cannot be detached from the material and cultural advantages resulting
from imperialism and capitalism (Kapoor, 2008, p. 45). An encounter on a level playing field
is not feasible since the binary social constructions of the respective identities are inevitably
loaded (Kapoor, 2008, p. 45). The question of representation and resulting power exercise is
further applied in the second part of chapter five. Moreover, Spivak emphasises the relevance
of self-reflexivity in order to face the contradictions within ourselves and Western complicity,
which is discussed in chapter six (Kapoor, 2014).

3.2.3 Theories of Psychoanalysis
While post-colonialism attempts to view the relationship between the West and the postcolony from the perspective of (post-)colonial subjects, psychoanalytical theories focus on the
construction of a (colonial) unconscious which constantly erupts and reveals itself in
inconsistent practices and statements. In this sense, psychoanalysis is a valuable tool for postcolonial studies and to better identify and come to terms with our libidinal attachments and
the lure of de elop e t s

a

su li e o je ts a d fa tasies

Kapoo ,

, p.

.

Psychoanalysis can thus contribute to this research because it can uncover hidden
unconscious interests of development workers and reveals split and contradictory
subjectivities. This is especially relevant since unconscious desires are being externalized and
13

materialized in the development work and can result in inconsistencies in their ideas, actual
behaviour and expressions. In this thesis, these theories are applied to analyse the reasons
and construction of neo-colonial mind-sets and practices of development workers.
The unconscious and contradictory subjectivities reveals itself in numerous ways, for example
through slips of the tongue or blind spots (Kapoor, 2014).
An illustration of such a slip of the tongue is the statement of the Irish singer Bob Geldof during
the charity concert Live Aid in 1985: “o ethi g
hethe it o ks o

ust e do e, a thi g

ust e do e,

ot (Geldof, 1985 in Kapoor, 2014, p. 1125). This statement reveals what

Geldof truly thinks; humanitarian celebrities such as him do not care as much about the
success and sustainability of the development project, but more about being seen and
publicity. Other examples are concepts like fo eig aid . Fo eig

aid

ea s st a ge gifts,

which often rather aid the foreigner. Psychoanalysis is a useful tool to reveal these unexpected
and unintended statements of individuals which express what their unconscious truly thinks.
One relevant blind spot of development workers, which I will analyse in this thesis, is the
neglect of colonialism and its causes for the development problems in countries like Kenya.
De i g that it as the

iole t takeo e of Thi d Wo ld esou es a d

a kets that

eated

ealth i the No th a d po e t i the “outh (Shiva, 2005 in Kapoor, 2014, p. 1127) is named
i pe ialist a
a a is

esia by Robert Fletcher (Kapoor, 2014, p.1127). Blaming and projecting the

o the olo ized Other shows the t au ati i a ilit of modernization to face

its li itatio s a d o pli ities (Kapoor, 2014, p. 1128). As I show in chapter four and in the
second part of chapter five, this blind spot simplifies and de-historicizes the development
discourse and thus ignores the Real – which would be the persistence of Western elite
domination and (neo)colonial impoverishment. This example clarifies the value of
psychoanalysis for post-colonial studies.
The Lacanian concept of jouissance5 (enjoyment) helps analysing inconsistent and unexpected
behaviour of development workers and persisting issues such as inequality, racism and
patriarchy. In the field of this research, the concept can explain why people still follow colonial
ideologies and the difficulty to give them up. One enjoys them because they give a sense of

5

Jouissance refers to the excessive satisfaction or kick from doing something wrong or irrational, for example
extreme sports or religious rituals – it is not being done despite of that, but because of it. According to Lacan,
jouissance derives from the traumatic separation of baby and mother, and the subsequent loss of enjoyment of
the perceived but never really existing primordial fullness. Dissatisfied about that, one tries to acquire the
promise of fullness and enjoyment by engaging in comforting and stabilizing rituals or the thrill of uniting against
an enemy and defending common ideals (Kapoor, 2014).
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stability and fulfilment, despite (or even because) knowing better (Kapoor, 2014). Racism is a
relevant illustration of jouissance: Since colonial times Western domination has been visible
in the socioeconomic and political sphere, as well as in questions of race . Following this
La a ia a al sis,

hite ess has been constructed and became a synonym for being less

lacking and more whole. According to Fa o i Kapoo

, the

hite

a

has e o e

the universal subject or master signifier, so that being Black is only meaningful in relation to
white ess

6 7.

Racism or racist enjoyment is connected to envy about the enjoyment of the

Other, hose e ess of e jo

e t as/is othe i g the

is accused of a theft of e jo

e t and consequently accused of negative behaviour and used

as a scapegoat so that the lost e jo

e t a

hite a . Unconsciously, the Other

e e o e ed – and in extreme cases the Other

is eliminated, as the Nazis did with the Jews. Furthermore, the development discourse is often
based on colonial and racist stereotypes, for example the idea of the hypersexual African
hi h a ose f o

a a iet of the la k se ual p o ess, a se ual desi e for them, and envy

of the Othe s (sexual) enjoyment). The danger of that for current development work is that
this stereotype is included in the efforts of fighting the HIV pandemic or in population control
(for example, that Africans lack sexual control and are promiscuous). At the same time, socioeconomic causes and Western contradictions and deficiencies are neglected. That is why
jouissance can be dangerous as it does not only lead to feelings of satisfaction, stability and
togetherness, but its excess can lead to inconsistent and unfounded behaviour such as
scapegoating to divert attention from the own troubles (Kapoor, 2014).
Libidinal attachments often define the thinking and actions, which is why development
o ke s easil fall fo fa tasies like doi g good though the

ight

e

iti al a out

development work. These fantasies conceal the subject´s own lacks and anxieties such as
social injustice and his/her complicities, and bring out desires such as helping and saving the
Other (Kapoor, 2014). All people are subjects of complicities, but it is a matter of facing these
contradictions, and in this thesis I analyse the contradictions and inconsistencies of
development workers in Kenya. A common reaction towards contradictions within ourselves
is fetishistic disavowal; to recognise the inconsistencies but at the same time ignoring them

6

This underlines well my personal experience with the James, the Kenyan man who was only allowed to enter
the Dis o “oup e e t afte the ou e s sa his elatio to e, a Weste a d light-skinned person (as
described in the introduction).
7
Othe e a ple of desi i g hite ess a e ski lea hi g a d st aighte ed fake hai .
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and maintaining the status quo. Follo i g Žižek s o ept of fetishistic disavowal, the severity
of this phenomenon is that people think that they can stand above these fantasies and colonial
ideologies by having a critical distance. The issue is hereby that unconscious commands and
passions bind us to ideology despite this critical distance (Kapoor, 2014, p. 1135). In the
follo i g hapte s, I ill appl Žižek s o ept of fetishistic disavowal to the case of Western
development worker in Kenya in regard to the existence of postcolonial relationships.

3.2.4 Theories on the Reproduction of the Social Order
To demonstrate another perspective on the continuity and reproduction of the post-colonial
social order, I make use of Pierre Bourdieu´s theories of strategies of distinction and his
concepts of habitus, capitals and symbolic violence.
The habitus is a set of socially learned dispositions, skills and ways of acting that are acquired
through the activities and experiences of everyday life. It enables a formulation of judgements
to what is new and determines the social behaviour of a social class in a social structure (or
field8). The habitus is largely unconscious and has strong, long-lasting effects which remain for
a certain time even though the social class and structure might have changed. The concept is
relevant for this study because it can explain why Western development workers and the local
population have difficulties to adjust to the new social structure in Kenya and continue to
engage in former colonial relationships.
Bou dieu e te ded Ma

s o k o economic capital to offe a o e ua ed e sio of lass

including other forms of capital that may generate power and domination: economic, social,
cultural, and symbolic9 capital (Pret, Shaw, & Dodd, 2015). Quantity and quality of the four
capitals determine a hierarchy of social classes and are illustrated in the figure below.

8

Bourdieu´s field theory is another important concept to analyse power relations but, in the context of this thesis,
not relevant enough to be applied.
9
Symbolic capital describes the prestige in the society and depends on the recognition of the various resources
as valuable at the service of legitimation (Pret, Shaw, & Dodd, 2015).
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Figure 1: Forms of capital (Pret, Shaw, & Dodd, 2015)

In the field of this research, the concept of capitals is applied during an analysis of the lifestyle
of colonist actors and development workers in order to differentiate between social classes
and recognize a persisting, post-colonial hegemony. This is mainly done in chapter four and in
the last part of chapter five.
Another relevant concept of Bourdieu is symbolic violence and very much applicable in the
development sector in Kenya. Symbolic violence is an incorporated habitus and a product of
the reproduction of the hierarchical social order, realized with the force and violence of the
daily and unconscious. It is a form of power which is imposed on a subaltern group of people
without physical and direct force but infers real suffering and submission. Symbolic violence
results in the incarnation of negative prejudices and is often legitimized by naturalization. It
reproduces the power of the dominant and leads the dominated to approve this order as the
natural order. This way, the coercion is based on the consent of the dominated to domination.
Therefore, symbolic violence legitimizes and reproduces the domination and for it to stop,
consciousness and reforming of the social structure is necessary. The example of my Kenyan
friend James and his experience at the Disco Soup event illustrates this subordination by
symbolic violence and not physical violence. Common examples outside development aid are
male domination and domination of the bourgeoisie. According to Bourdieu, the nature of the
dominated is created by the incarnation of the negative prejudices against them. These
prejudices are part of the social order and, in the way of a self-fulfilling prophecy, the subaltern
has to constantly confirm them. The dominator´s point of view is therefore continuously
legitimated by determined practices. In chapter five and six, I analyse to which extent symbolic
17

violence is still performed in the dichotomy of the West and the Third World and in which way
this can be a possible indication and explanation for colonial continuities.
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4 Colonial Mind-Sets and Practices
In this part, the Western people who were temporarily or permanently residing in Nairobi
during colonial times are introduced. Their living standards and practices in comparison to
those of locals are described and their mind-sets and attitude towards local people are further
analysed. Thereby, I refer to common structures of domination and inequality and use
Bourdieu´s theories on the reproduction of the social order and psychoanalytical theories.
Britain controlled the area now known as Kenya from on the late 19 th century and it was
transformed into a British crown colony in 1920 until its independence in 1963. In the
beginning, Western people in Kenya were mainly British nationals; explorers, researchers,
writers, tradesmen, administrators, missionaries, and military personnel (Steinhart, 1989).
Large parts of fertile land and livestock were confiscated from the local population who were
resettled to reserves which they were not supposed to leave (Blixen, 1985). The land was sold
to Western settlers which resulted in few European colonists owning vast plantation estates
of thousands of acres and attracted Western farmers while Kenyans have been forced to work
as cheap labour (through confiscation, compulsory and humiliating registration and high
taxes). With the completion of the railway in the beginning of the 20 th century, more colonist
actors came from all over Europe and their colonies and big game hunting attracted a wealthy
aristocracy. The administration was carried out by settlers and colonist officials, but they
relied on the help of local elites. In later and current years, former colonists were mainly
involved in tourism and wildlife protection (which seems ironic since the colonists started with
excessive, commercialized, and destructive poaching) (Steinhart, 1989; David Sheldrick
Wildlife Trust, 2016). The technologically and economically advanced status of their home
countries and the aggression they practiced allowed colonist actors to possess substantially
more economic capital than locals, especially in form of land, gunpowder-based weaponry and
other possessions and advanced technologies.
Karen Blixen, probably the most well-known colonial actor in Kenya, lived in Nairobi in the
beginning of the 20th century for about seventeen years. She is the author of Out of Africa, a
e oi

o el of he ti e i

Af i a

hi h has been filmed. Furthermore, Karen, her home

estate in Nairobi has been named after her and is still a main residential area for the Western
upper class. In her story she shows a quite detailed picture of the colonial life in Kenya and
the privileged status of Western colonial actors becomes clear. Therefore, and because of the
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limited extent of a Bachelor thesis, I mainly extract my illustrations of colonial subjects from
Blixen´s stories.
As illustrated in Out of Africa, the activities and meeting places of Kenyans and Europeans
clearly differed and were dependent on the possessed capital. The local population was mostly
working for and serving the new settlers and therefore deprived. For example, before
motorized vehicles became popular, rickshaws pulled by Kenyans were common means of
transport (and also used during races for the enjoyment of colonist actors). Moreover, when
Ke a s a o pa ied the Eu opea s o safa is , the

e e al a s alki g ehi d the

a d

having subordinated and assisting tasks, further they had to sleep outside while their superiors
had comfortable tents. Western settlers resided in segregated areas, mostly around two hours
from Nairobi. For a lot of money, European furniture was transported to Kenya and Western
houses were built, so that the contrast between the capital and living standards of the local
and Western population was especially visible (Blixen, 1985).
Their economic capital allowed colonists to send their children to Europe for education
purposes and to found other exclusive cultural institutions and schools in Kenya. Thereby, the
economic capital generated (and was generated by) more cultural capital. The same
transformation occurred for the social capital. The network of settlers easily integrated new
settlers based on their common economic, cultural and symbolic capital. One infamous
community of wealthy Western settlers is called the Happy Valley set, also known as the
Ke

ed s of Ke a (Rice, 2009). Meeting points of colonists were places such as the

Muthaiga Country Club, des i ed as the lu

he e B itish

e go fo d i ki g , a so ial

popular venue for Western people and the place where Karen Blixen met her boyfriend Denys
Finch Hatton (Blixen, 1985). The country club did not change much since then, as illustrated in
the next chapter. In their Western social circles, colonist actors shared practices and mindsets which differed from those of the local population - but some of these practices and mindsets, such as language, Western education and manners, or Christian religion, were imposed
to a certain extent on locals. Colonists were often described to have a decadent lifestyle with
drug consumption and sexual promiscuity, a reputation descendants of colonists did not
completely lose in current times (Gaitho, 2009; Blixen, 1985; Rice, 2009). The symbolic capital
of Kenyans was substantially lower, which led among other things to a taboo of love
relationships between locals and settlers, they rarely developed and were then kept a secret
(Blixen, 1985). Moreover, Out of Africa shows how Kenyans have been indoctrinated and
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treated as inferior. The way Karen talked to her servant about handling her porcelain
exemplifies this: Do ou k o

hat that is? – Yes, it a

eak (Blixen, 1985). An

illustration of their view on the Maasai people, an ethnic group in Kenya, is a conversation
between Karen and her boyfriend Denys about his p e ious Maasai se a t: We think we can
ta e the . But e o ´t. You put the i p iso , the die. - Wh ? - Be ause the li e o ,
they don´t think about the future. They can´t grasp the idea of being let out one day, they
think it is permanent. So the die. - The

hat did the t o of ou e e fi d to talk a out? -

Nothi g (Blixen, 1985). While most colonists are being pictured as arrogant towards
Ke a s

ith o

e ts su h as: the la k a ´t e e

ou t thei goats – so why do they

eed a s hool? , Ka e Bli e is p ese ted as a e efa t ess, ho is setti g up a s hool fo
he Kiku u10 after criticising local teaching habits and arranges medicine and jobs for them
(Blixen, 1985). These examples show the low symbolic capital of the Kenyans in comparison
to the colonists which was generated from their economic, social and cultural capital. Karen
Bli e

epeatedl

efe s to he Kiku u he she talks a out the Kiku u people li i g o the

land she paid for. Psychoanalytically, this can be analysed as a slip of the tongue and shows
the colonial arrogance, pride and claims of ownership – which seems to contradict her
portrayal of a rather generous and benevolent settler.
Another indication of the low symbolic capital and inferiority, which was assigned to the
Kenyan population, and dominated the mind-sets (and practices) of the Western settlers is
nowadays often ignored, a blind spot. It is the outstanding cruelty with which Kenyans have
been treated in colonial times, Europeans ha e ´t o l take a a thei la d a d li esto k
with use of threat. During the Mau Mau uprising in the 1950s, almost all Kikuyu people, one
and a half million, were detained in camps (Monbiot, 2012). The e, thousa ds e e eate
to death or died from malnutrition, typhoid, tuberculosis and dysentery. In some camps
almost all the children died. The inmates were used as slave labour. Above the gates were
edif i g sloga s, su h as La ou a d f eedo

a d He

ho helps hi self

ill also e

helped .11 Loudspeakers broadcast the national anthem and patriotic exhortations. People
deemed to have disobeyed the rules were killed in front of the others. The survivors were
The Kiku u is the la gest Ke a s o e
eth i o
u ities a d the e e efo e the olo ializatio
ai l
residing in the fertile Kenyan highlands (Kurian, 1992).
11
The slogans remind very much on the well-k o
sloga A eit a ht f ei
o k sets ou f ee o the
entrance of the concentration camp Auschwitz. In general, the practices remind on the practices during Nazi
Germany – with the difference that there was no public outrage in the Western world, though it even happened
afterwards.
10
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forced to dig mass graves, whi h

e e ui kl filled. … I te ogatio u de to tu e

as

widespread. Many of the men were anally raped, using knives, broken bottles, rifle barrels,
s akes a d s o pio s. … Wo e

e e ga g-raped by the guards. People were mauled by dogs

and electrocuted. The British devised a special tool which they used for first crushing and then
ripping off testicles. They used pliers to mutilate women's breasts. They cut off inmates' ears
and fingers and gouged out their eyes. They dragged people behind Land Rovers until their
bodies disintegrated. Men were rolled up in barbed wire and kicked around the compound
(Monbiot, 2012). Further, there was no fair jurisdication for Kenyans and colonist actors were
protected by the British empire and rarely convicted for their crimes (Monbiot, 2012; Porter,
2005).
The eminence of Western people, their wealth, social standing and class background
supported the Kenyan view that Western behaviour was that of proper gentlemen who obey
a civilized set of rules of the game. For example, though hunting was also common for the
local population, the Western definition of proper hunting excluded them (Steinhart, 1989).
This dominance can be seen as Bourdieu´s symbolic violence and relies on a mutual consent
about subordination. The idea of the Weste

ge tle a

and that of the African was

symbolically constructed and only exists relationally. This symbolic construction was not
simply a performative operation of naming representations, but it caused a transformation
and further reproduced and legitimized the social order. It imposed differentiated definitions
for legitimate behaviour and thus created the social product of the subaltern and the
hegemon. This division built upon the social relations of domination and exploitation of the
local population (M. Bègue, personal communication, November 11, 2015).
To conclude, colonist actors lived segregated and pursued highly unequal relations with locals.
They constructed their superiority of

hite ess as a s o

of less lacking and more whole

with help of direct violence, as well as with symbolic violence and the establishment of new
social values and norms. The widespread racism during colonial times was obvious and can be
further analysed with the Lacanian concept of jouissance. According to the Lacanian theory,
the racism or racist enjoyment arose from the envy about the enjoyment of the Other, whose
e ess of e jo

e t as othe i g the

hite a . The perceived excess of enjoyment could

have been the extensive and fertile Kenyan land and assumed Af i a

sexual prowess,

simplicity and naturalness. But further research would be needed to determine why the
22

colonized Other was seen as incurring into a theft of e jo
of negative behaviour and inferiority.
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e t a d consequently accused

5 Post-Colonial Mind-Sets and Practices
This chapter refers to the current mind-sets and practices of development workers and
compares them to those of colonists, described in the previous chapter. In the first section of
this chapter, I focus on the development workers´ ambitions and its feasibility, mainly with
the help of psychoanalytical theories. In the second part, the consequences of being part of
the development apparatus are discussed from the point of view of post-development, postcolonialism and psychanalysis studies. The third section analyses the current lifestyle of
Western development workers, based on Bourdieu´s theories on the reproduction of the
social order.

5.1 Ambitions and Feasibility
The motivations for working in the development aid in Kenya differ largely from the
motivations of former colonists. Mostly, those who decide for this occupation are very much
aware of the own privileges in relation to those living in developing countries and are rather
critical about this. Generally, they want to help to make the world a better place and do not
feel (consciously) superior, unlike colonist actors (Jevons, 2016). Furthermore, they have often
had an extensive education to prepare them for the development work, and have an
understanding of the reasons for development stagnation.12
From a psychoanalytical point of view, libidinal attachments, which often define the thinking
a d a tio s,

ake it eas to fall fo fa tasies like doi g good

Kapoor, 2014, p.1135).

De elop e t o ke s lo e the idea of li i g a oad a d 'helpi g people' (Jevons, 2016). It
is the feel good effe t of aid which motivates them but according to Tandon (2015b), this is
only a myth and abstraction from reality. Following Kapoor (2014), these fantasies are
problematic because they conceal complicities and lacks, which is one explanation for the
persistence of colonial mind-sets and practices among Western development workers in
Kenya. A relevant complicity shows itself in the continuous impact of the colonial history and
post-colonial continuities of power exercise, Western distinguished habits, and discrimination
of locals based on notions of European cultural superiority (as further discussed in the

12

For example, through university education, internships/volunteer experiences, or preparation training.
Though, I also heard complains of development workers about a lack of adequate preparation and support from
their sending organization.
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subsequent sections of this chapter). Fetishistic disavowal, the simultaneous recognition and
denial of something, further explains why some development workers might think that they
have a critical distance to their Western complicities and inconsistencies, but that unconscious
commands and passions still bind them to the fantasy (Kapoor, 2014, p. 1135). Another coping
strategy of development workers after the recognition of these inconsistencies and
undesirable reality is to develop unconscious psychological mechanisms to defe d
themselves from the objectionable and embarrassing truth by manipulating, denying, or
distorting reality (Burke & Reardon, 2002; Houldey, 2016). 13 This way, they adapt to the
development apparatus and further reinforce colonial continuities. Trying to overcome these
ideologies and fantasies challenges their initial ambitions and some development workers
become unsure of the very moral grounds which were so fundamental for them. A
development worker expressed in The Guardian that it has to
so eo e s ou t
a ou d the pla e i

a d ha e a ette

ualit of life tha

e

o g to a i e i

% of the lo al populatio , to oll

ou huge la d uise th o i g dust o to the lo als (Secret Aid Worker,

2015a). They start to feel ashamed, questioning whether they are giving back to the world at
all or rather helping themselves. And whether it should indeed be them, a Western elite, who
is leading the work and not the local population. An
undefinable number of development workers and
intellectuals question if local staff would not be more
appropriate in the executive positions of the

More and more [of] our colleagues
in the developing world don't need
us in the north to do the work that
they can now do themselves, better.
(User Name: ID4568188, 2016)

development projects – and in this way recognize an important lack of legitimacy and
effectivity (Secret Aid Worker, 2016c). Thus, the initial ambitious visions and expectations get
frequently disenchanted, disenchantment which in turn often gets ignored, following Žižek s
concept of fetishistic disavowal. Development workers hoped for (development as) a vision
and utopia but the current development discourse, development alongside capitalism,
transformed this vision into simple targets and implementations of techniques. Amongst
other, a humanitarian workers expressed the same feelings in the Secret Aid Worker section
of The Guardian as I had while I was in Kenya and getting familiar with the development sector.
“he said: I e te ed the p ofessio
aski g: a

13

ou e the e efi ia

a ti g to

ake the world less unfair, but found myself

of a p ofou dl u e ual so iet a d it ot affe t ou?

For example, through rationalization, denial, or repression.
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(Secret Aid Worker, 2015d). Further, she stated how the development sector, its hierarchical
structures and pervasive Western superiority impacted her in a subtle way: I ould find
Awareness of your own privilege in relation to
the rest of the world is often a motivator for
people drawn to humanitarian or development
work. The ironic twist is that in this profession
we are transformed from unremarkable young
people into a little aristocracy.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2015a)

myself becoming testy with people twice
my age or complaining about the tardiness
of a cleaner. I was dimly aware of a gulf
opening up between how I said I wanted
the world to be and the conditions I
heartily accepted

(Secret Aid Worker,

2015d).
Other, additional incentives for choosing the occupation as a development worker in a foreign
country seam less altruistic. A common motivation for choosing this path is an interest in
different countries and the dream of living and working abroad (Jevons, 2016). This driver was
not too uncommon during colonial times, for example, it was one of Karen Blixen´s reasons to
marry her ex-husband and move to Kenya (Blixen, 1985). But during my time in Kenya, I got
the feeli g that espe iall the ou ge people a e ofte

o e ad e tu ous a d a t to get

to know and take part in the local life – at least to a certain extent and always with the
possibility to go back to their familiar life. For example, some are eager to learn the local
language, to visit local clubs from time to time, or to bargain at the market. In this way, the
ambitions clearly differed from the colonial times in which it was not socially accepted or
desired to get involved into the life of the local population.
There are further drivers to keep working in the development sector, even if the initial
expectations were disappointing. A survey of more than 1000 humanitarians showed that
motivations can be that, once in the field , life and work back home seems too banal and
daunting. Furthermore, after some time spent in gaining expertise and competence, it is
diffi ult a d i ti idati g to ha ge paths. O e espo de t said that the
ho ha e

itte i to a leg a d

with a heavy metal fryi g pa

ill ot let go e e though it s ee

e like ‘ott eile s
ashed o e the head

(Arcaro, 2016). Further research would be needed to

determine if this was also the case for colonists.
This section showed how the ambitions of current development workers differed from
colonists, who mainly came for land occupation and natural resources. In many cases, the
i itial a

itio s of de elop e t o ke s to do good differed from those of former colonist

actors and constitute therefore an important discontinuity. But these fantasies are often not
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feasible and can conceal own lacks and complicities which leads to a recurrence of the
continuities of colonial mind-sets and practices. Other ambitions, such as longing for
adventure and interest in the life abroad have persisted.

5.2 The Development Apparatus
The colo ial

lai s of Eu ope to i he e t supe io it o a i ilizi g

issio

resemble the

current idea of development, with the difference that this idea is also appealing to the local
population (Cooper & Packard, 1997, p. 1). Development workers might have the best
intentions and self-critical thinking but nevertheless, they are positioned within the
development apparatus and thereby (unintentionally) taking part in the production of
inequalities. This section discusses colonial continuities of the development apparatus and its
consequences on the life of development workers from a post-development, post-colonial
and psychoanalytical point of view.
The Ugandan policy adviser, political activist, and professor Yash Tandon supports the postdevelopment position that all real development is self-development. He states that the aid
industry in itself is dead because this industry was nurtured by countries that have used aid to
serve their own political and economic agendas in the south. In fact, the so-called
development aid did never promote development (Tandon, 2012). Tandon adds that the
Aid has become a dirty word, like
development apparatus is a continuation of the
colonialism. The result is that the aid
slave trade (where humans were made
industry has no longer any legitimacy.
commodities) which was followed by colonial trade
(Tandon, 2012)
(where locals produced for the empire). Now, we are in an advanced form of the same process
where everything is commoditized, trade nowadays continues to enrich the rich and
disadvantage the poor because the mind-set of the colonizer is still there. Tandon (2015a)
criticised that the aid industry is rather about helping themselves and that the Western World
asi all e sla es the people
i te tio

hi h is p o le ati

ith thei help: The fu tio of aid … did ot fail ut it is its
(Tandon, 2015b). The development apparatus´ emphasis on

benefits for donor countries and First world businesses and job markets is visible in the
o ditio alit of de elop e t. De elop e t aid is usuall
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ou d to e tai

o ditio s su h

as political influence14, gaining resources, or promoting the own economy such as introducing
new technological products and experts (though this might be less cost efficient and
sustainable) (Cooper & Packard, 1997; Kapoor, 2004). This o ditio alit of de elop e t is
even used as a justification for the tax payers of the donor country, for example, the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA) boasts that 70 cents on every Canadian aid dollar
returns to Canada (Kapoor, 2004, p. 634). Nevertheless, in the dominant development
discourse, development aid is still presented as driven by a moral imperative to help the poor,
as on the website of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
(2010-2016). This ignorance of reality and further promotion of the aid ideology shows the
relevance of Žižek s o ept of fetishistic disavowal.
The influential Kenyan economist James Shikwati (2005) outlines the passivity which Western
development aid imposes on Kenyans and which prevents Kenyan de elop e t: These days,
Africans only per ei e the sel es as i ti s … no one can really picture an African as a
businessman . The construction of the African as incapable and needy can moreover be
analysed with Bourdieu´s concept of symbolic violence which is a heritage of colonial times.
Escobar (1984, 1995) and Sachs (1992) further argue that most development organizations
take the superiority of the North for granted (Kapoor, 2008, p.42). The dominant form of
development aid follows the logic of development alongside capitalism, the issue hereby is
Do not mention colonialism:
If you are white, and only if you are white, talk
about how tribal issues are really holding your
host ou t
a k f o p og essi g
economically, politically a d so iall . E p ess
extreme shock at this phenomena, and how it
just does not make sense to you. Do not
mention colonialism. Stay away from that.
(Eleven rules to live by if you want to make it to
the top at the UN, 2016)

that development aid focusses more on
dealing with problems of the capitalistic
system instead of searching for grand
alternatives (Thomas, 2000, p. 774).
Tandon (2015b) sees here a blind spot,
since problems are only tried to be
mitigated without addressing the root
causes. It is striking that colonialism is not

a dominant topic - or even a topic at all - amongst Western development workers in spite of
the great relevance for their work and private life. This clear blind spot shows the ignorance
of the persistence of Western elite domination and (neo)colonial impoverishment.

Fo e a ple, ith the formation of many new nation states and the onset of the Cold War, western countries
were interested in providing aid to developing countries in an attempt to steer them towards democraticeconomic development as opposed to socialist development (Nulty, 2012).
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To achieve its goal of problem mitigation, the dominant form of development organisation
focusses on practises, as well as on techniques and targets instead of process of action change
and visions. Therefore, a post-development and post–colonial analysis reveals something
about the staff who decided to work and got chosen as development workers in countries
such as Kenya. Especially the major development organizations offer competitive salaries and
attractive bonuses to their international staff in order to attract highly qualified development
workers – who might otherwise not be committed enough. In general, there is an immense
competition, especially in the job hunting for international organizations, like the UN, which
offer especially attractive conditions 15 (United Nations, n.d.). But the danger is that the
importance of development as a vision is neglected and too much focus is put on the practice.
The consequence is that development workers are chosen for (high) positions who might not
necessarily be conscious or about their privileges and inequalities or willing to give them up in
their private life in order to promote social justice not
only in the work life. Another result is that the chosen
employees are often coming from advantaged
socioeconomic

households,

also

for

Western

I will never understand the
tyranny of a hungry belly. I'll
never fully understand exclusion.
(Phillips, 2013)

conditions. This is especially problematic because those people often miss a real
understanding of poverty and exclusion. According to Barca, McCann and Rodríguez-Posé
(2012), Western people who are not part of the local life might lack local knowledge, which is
crucial for successful projects developments and implementations. Therefore, they advocate
an alternative, place-based approach for development projects with the inclusion of local
people and knowledge instead of the dominant development apparatus alongside and of
capitalism.
I the idst of all the de elop e t i dust

s o e s of do e eall

ake a

diffe e e ,

the only thing they can be completely sure of influencing is the lives of the people they directly
tou h , a “e et Aid Wo ke

a gued. Fo that the ha e to get thei o

houses i

o de fi st (Secret Aid Worker, 2015c). But at the work place of most development agencies,
a strong division and colonial order can be recognized. At international development
organizations, local employees generally get a lower salary compared to international staff.

15

The pay level for international staff is adjusted to the highest paying national civil service. Locally recruited
staff is compensated according to local standards.
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On the one hand, this is because international staff often have higher positions and are seen
as having more expertise. A Secret Aid Worker (2015d) described in The Guardian the colonial
order in the local offices when she started working at an aid agency one year out of university
The rationale for my promotion was that, as a nonnational, I would be immune from participating in
corruption that national staff may be vulnerable to;
an unfortunate assumption of assuming the worst
of national staff. So, having originally set off with
ideals about creating global equality, I found myself
in a scene often depicted in sepia colonial photos –
white people in management seated at the front
and Africans around the edges in junior roles.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2015d)

(as can be read in the adjacent
quote). Though she did not perceive
herself to be more committed than
her local colleagues, she was rising
rapidly through the ranks and put in
charge of the local staff and finances.
Following the perception of my
Kenyan friend Robert, who thinks

that Western people are more trustworthy, she likewise felt this to be the rationale for her
promotion (Robert, personal communication, 24 May, 2016). This shows the continued
Western domination and institutional racism of (some parts of) the development apparatus
and can be examined according to the Lacanian analysis. White ess , representing the
Western world, has been constructed and became a synonym for being less lacking and more
whole. The Lacanian concept of jouissance can help to analyse this inconsistent and
unfounded behaviour to place the morals of international staff above the morals of locals. This
ideolog s ‘eal is ei g disguised by an attempt to rationalize this practice with the argument
that international staff is less likely to have relations in the country which can induce
corruption (e.g. family or friendship relationships which set interests). This issue of colonial
ideology, inequality and racism persists because they give development workers a sense of
stability and fulfilment, despite (or even because) knowing better (Kapoor, 2014). Similar
examples are described in the Kenyan mockumentary The Samaritans, where a young
Western graduate was assigned as country director instead of the long-term and more
experienced Kenyan employee (Kurji, 2013). These examples illustrate how the unconscious
constantly erupts and how inconsistencies are tried to be rationalized.
On the other hand, the reproduction of the colonial order is manifested in the fact that locals
usually get a lower wage for the same work - with the argument that the local salary should
be based on the common national salary. 16 This argument can likewise be seen as a process
Interestingly, a de elop e t o ke oti ed that fo
a
o ga izatio s, the a gu e ts fo
h
national/international distinction is necessary magically disappear when you are talking about jobs in New York
o Lo do o Ge e a Fift “hades of Aid,
.
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of atio alizatio , a ps hologi al

e ha is

to defe d the sel es f o

the o je tio a le

and embarrassing truth and to manipulate, deny, and distort reality (Burke & Reardon, 2002;
Houldey, 2016). Furthermore, as mentioned before, international staff gets extra
remunerations such as housing, travel expenses and education money for children (Canavera,
2016). Obviously, these inequalities and failure to recognise the distinctive expertise of
national staff are perceived by the Kenyans – and also by some Western development workers
– as unfair (Houldey, 2016; Secret Aid

Ia d
i te atio al olleagues sta ed i
the approved beachside hotel while our
atio al olleagues at least th ee of whom
were from neighbouring countries, thus not
atio al at all! sta ed at a u h si ple
— and perfectly adequate — hotel in town.
(Canavera, 2016)

Worker, 2015b). The divisions within the
work place do not only lead to continued
colonial power relations at the office, but
have an effect on the private life and
economic, social, cultural and symbolic
capital.

The colonial order and distinction at the work place is further maintained because most
development workers are on assignments which only last for two to three years, sometimes
even only a few weeks or months (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ), 2016). This sho t assig

e t ti e p o ides less i e ti e to ha ge the e isti g so ial

order and is another reason for colonial continuities and little willingness to adopt to local
conditions.
Nevertheless, though there is a pay gap between local and international staff at most (non-)
governmental development organizations, one could argue that the favourable conditions
also apply for nationals from other African countries – which would present a discontinuity of
colonial practices and mind-sets. Furthermore, some non-governmental organizations are
making efforts to reduce this pay gap between local and international staff.
Spivak points out how Western colonial actors / academic intellectuals / local elites represent
a d speak o

ehalf of the of the Thi d Wo ld

asses (Kapoor, 2008, p. 41). This way the

voices of the subaltern are not only ignored and appropriated by others but further
marginalized and disempowered – and thus further masking own complicities (Kapoor, 2008,
p. 42). Appl i g “pi ak´s theo ies to the Ke a

ase, the poo ha e ee

ep ese ted

European colonial actors in the past and are now again represented by Western development
workers. The practice of representation, writing about and acting for the poor, is also an issue
of power, which Western development workers rarely acknowledge. But representing means
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As a person of colour, I cannot help but see how
my parents must have felt in the post-colonial
country they grew up in. People who do not look
like you, who do not come from your
socioeconomic background, who do not share any
of your life experiences are the same ones who
a e aki g de isio s fo ou people. A d it s
difficult to question these practices when you
know you are receiving services that would
otherwise be unavailable.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2016a)

exercising power and the subaltern is
forced to oblige to them. A Western
aid worker in a Sub-Sahara African
country illustrated this issue in her
article in the Secret Aid Worker
(2016a) section of The Guardian and
advocates

for

more

self-

representation and agency (as can be
read in the adjacent quote).

Also Western university researchers who do fieldwork in developing countries are critically
examined by Spivak. The post- olo ial theo ist pe ei es this p o ess of i fo
et ie al as a othe fo
fo the Fi st Wo ld
s ie tifi

atio

of i pe ialis , the Thi d Wo ld o e agai p o idi g esou es

ut this ti e ithout oe io

o eptualizatio of the O ie t

Kapoo

, p.

e lighte ed Weste

). Also Said criticised the
esea he s. This opposed

categorization of the mysterious Third World person and Eurocentric interpretation is
deceptive. Personally, I understand the argumentation of the two post-colonial theorists and
would argue that the work of Western researchers can evoke certain colonial impressions.
Nevertheless, I would question the relevance to the current situation and reason that
ethnographic fieldwork and the ways that fieldworkers perceive that field have changed – a
de elop e t hi h took pla e o e the ea s, afte the pu lishi g of “pi ak s a d “aid s work.
While past ethnographic field researchers were looking for cultural purity, contemporary
ethnography is often urban, multi-sited, hybrid and situated in a globalized world (with
ethnography on online communities and in the home country of researchers) (Rasch, 2015).
Followers of post-development and post-colonialism theories and a part of the Kenyan
population would question that international development workers always act on the behalf
of Ke a s, espe iall

e ause of the o ditio alit of de elop e t aid a d u e ual li i g

and working conditions. They would further argue that people should be the agents of their
own development (Cooper & Packard, 1997; Kapoor, 2004; Thomas, 2000; Tandon 2015b).
Indeed, as an anonymous aid worker commented under an article in The Guardian,

o ea d

more of our colleagues in the developing world don't need us in the north to do the work that
the

a

o do the sel es ette

(User Name: ID4568188, 2016). Because of the lacking
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representation of those affected by development aid and the missing exemplary function at
the work place, the strong presence and dominance of Western aid workers impairs the
p og a

s

edi ilit (Jevons, 2016). It is further problematic because it shows the moral

failure of being the change they want to create (Phillips, 2013; Secret Aid Worker, 2015a).
The power and capacity of Western development aid can be questioned as well. Though the
agency to develop is clearly supported by the financial means and own development status of
the donor countries, it is often criticized that the
programs are not successful enough. It is argued
that the capability to act on the behalf of Kenyans
and tackle issues of underdevelopment can only
be obtained by having experienced alike issues.
The effectiveness of aid could benefit from
diversity and the inclusion of local and

And in the toughest times I've been
aware at my core that my British
passport, my connections, the colour of
my skin and being a man are insulators
from the worst. I will never understand
the tyranny of a hungry belly. I'll never
fully understand exclusion.
(Phillips, 2013)

underprivileged staff (Phillips, 2013; Secret Aid Worker, 2015a; Mutindi, 2016).
In contrast to colonial times, it is not only Europeans who come to work in Kenya, but also
Americans and Australians. Moreover, South Americans, North African and Asian people
working in the development sector in Kenya can be found among the Western development
workers - but less often in non-governmental organizations. Especially, China becomes a big
player in this field (Ongiri, 2014). This way it could be argued that the world power relations
changed and that development aid now rather capitalism-lead instead of Western colonialism.
In this sense, socio-economic factors are decisive, money decides and not the origin.
Nevertheless, Western people still tend to belong to the upper class on a global scale and in
relation to Kenya in particular. At the same time, the (new) powerful Kenyan bourgeoisie
which leads politics and are also strong in terms of economic, social, cultural and symbolic
capital should not be ignored. This is part of the main colonial discontinuity: Kenya is now a
sovereign and Kenyan-led country with a democratic system though the degree of the
sovereignty could be questioned in times of capitalism. As I will further elaborate in chapter
six, Kenyans, just like people in other parts of the world, generally act rather submissively
towards people who seem to have more money. Wealth is mostly connected to Western
people - but not exclusively.
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In sum, development workers are part of the development apparatus and therefore reflect
the persisting colonial social order. With help of theories on post-colonialism, postdevelopment and psychoanalysis, as well as experience reports, the Western domination and
self-interests have been made visible in the development policies and projects but also at the
o k pla es i the field . Usually, the persistence of Western elite domination, complicities
and (neo)colonial impoverishment are simply ignored. To counteract these issues and colonial
continuities of the Western lifestyle in Kenya, the operation of the development apparatus
needs to change – or the intention of it, as Tandon would argue.
Nevertheless, with the Kenyan independence, capitalism and a changing world order, socioeconomic factors seem more decisive than Western origin.

5.3 Lifestyle
Several colonial continuities can be recognized while looking at the lifestyle and possession of
capitals of the Western development workers in relation to the local population.
Firstly, I analyse the possessed economic capital in the form of tangible and intangible financial
assets (Pret, Shaw, & Dodd, 2015). As in colonial times, Western people have very high
standard of living in comparison to most Kenyans. In most cases, the living standards are even
higher than what they would have in their home countries. On the one hand, that is due to
the generous expatriation and hardship allowance (mostly not taxable) and other
remunerations for international staff, such as housing, use of organizational vehicles (usually
4x4s), or top insurances (Canavera, 2016; Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), 2016). On the other hand, the living expenses are generally lower in
Kenya. Nowadays, it is possible to get in Kenya everything that someone can be used to from
their home countries. For the few products which are costlier in Kenya, often a free additional
luggage shipping of around 100kg per person enables employees can take care of these
products in their home country (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ), 2016). In this way, development workers can live as in their home countries, the same
as Europeans in colonial times could live on the equivalent standard of their home countries
(e.g. with their imported furniture and clothes).
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The low service costs and relatively low degree

Concerns add security guards to the
necessary house staff. If you have a
garden, you can easily have a staff of five
people working in your house. Aid workers
with children are likely to have a nanny
and cook. Throw in a driver and you find
yourself managing a 10-staff household.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2015a)

of mechanization leads to the employment of
much household staff, such as maids who take
care of the dishes and laundry since
mechanized

dishwashers

and

washing

machines are an exception even among the
wealthy. In the Western home countries this

house help would be less needed and affordable but in Kenya it adds to the divide between
the development workers and the Kenyans.
Besides that, the economic capital of the development workers becomes especially visible in
their residences and free time activities. As in colonial times, they are residing in high-income
residential estates located northwest of the city centre; separated areas named Westlands,
Lavington or Karen (needless to say that a certain status and social/symbolical capital is
connected to the residence in these areas – the economic capital is transformed). These areas
which are surrounded by shopping malls and everything the Western person needs, give the
impression of little colonies where things go according to Western rules. For example, at these
places it is socially accepted to wear Western – and in some cases for Kenyan conditions too
promiscuous - clothes or to eat o the st eets

hi h is i lo al a eas pe ei ed as e t e el

rude because of the poverty of the most). Their economic capital and its colonial continuation
are also visible in the owned land. I clearly remember how an acquainted former UN employee
proudly posted pictures of his newly acquired land on his public Facebook page (in the
beautiful and especially fertile area where colonists used to reside). This is doubtfully a
standard procedure amongst (former) development workers but the impression it gives is
clear.
The relatively high amount of economic capital and the extensive cover of their development
organizations, enables the Western staff to go
to the best doctors and send their children to
the best private schools and universities
(Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), 2016; United Nations,
n.d.). Furthermore, it should be noted that

Education allowances are often tens of
thousands of dollars per year per child,
buttressing an entire sub-economy of
i te atio al s hools filled the hild e
of development workers as well as children
of lo al politi al elites a d e t ep e eu s.
(Canavera, 2016)

Western development workers have in general a rather high socio-economic status
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(embodied cultural capital) compared to other people from their home country. Especially the
big inte atio al o ga izatio s like the UN a e ofte pe ei ed as a elite o ga izatio

he e

[people get employed] because somebody can speak 2/3 languages fluently (usually because
Mommy and Daddy had a nanny who taught one of them) and then whose parents also had
fu ds to pa fo p i ate s hools a d elite I

league olleges (Pandamonium, 2016).

Therefore, as it has been during colonial times, their Weste ,

ode

cultural capital is

substantially larger than those of most Kenyans and widens the gap between the parallel
worlds of the rich and poor in Kenya.
The social capital of development worker are the resources which can be accessed through
social networks. Development worker´s social network relies mainly (though not exclusively)
on other Western expatriates. This network is easy to enter for Western people through
Facebook groups (like Nairobi Expat Social (NES)), common meeting places (like clubs or huge
shopping malls such as Village Market) and expat network communities (like InterNations) but
more exclusive for Kenyans (InterNations worldwide, n.d.; Nairobi Expat Social (NES)). This
social network and capital offers stability, help, familiarity and new connections in a foreign
surrounding which are especially beneficial because all its members possess high amounts of
capitals.
The economic, cultural and social capital of the development workers can generate symbolic
capital in the form of prestige, status, and reputation (of being altruistic, efficient or
trustworthy) (Pret, Shaw, & Dodd, 2015). Symbolic capital legitimises actions (in the work field
but also in the private domain) and is especially visible in the way that Western people are
being treated differently and in a mostly fortunate way.
The social and symbolic capital of development workers enables them to take part in certain
activities and visit particular places. One example is the aforementioned Muthaiga Country
Club with a long colonial history and still very exclusive. Nowadays, events such as the Oxford
Alumni ball take place in the beautiful complex (Oxford Alumni, 2014). Ironically, a European
development worker and friend of mine met at this ball his girlfriend, a descendant from
former colonists – mirroring the story of how the colonist Karen Blixen met her boyfriend. In
this way, time seems to repeat itself and similarities to colonial times are not to deny.
This network is not only exclusive in the financial sense but because of prejudices and maybe
even racism. One illust atio is

Ke a f ie d ho as ot allo ed a ess u til his

hite

social capital and the generated symbolic capital was being demonstrated to the bouncers at
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the Disco Soup event. Other examples are persistent rumours that some clubs do not allow
too many

la k guests inside to have a balanced (but unrepresentative) ratio of local and

Western visitors (Nairobi Expat Social (NES), 2010-2016). This exclusion further enhances the
hite a d p i ileged so ial and symbolic capital of development workers, as well as the gap
with the local population. In this sense, the amount and quality of capital clearly continued to
be similarly (though not that extreme) distributed amongst Western and Kenyan residents.
But it should be noted that, nowadays, it is socially accepted and not too uncommon anymore
to have a love or friendship relationship with a Kenyan. This is maybe one of the most relevant
discontinuities of colonial mind-sets and practices among current development workers.
Nowadays, Kenyans, and especially those who grow up in advantaged socioeconomic
households, ha e su sta tiall
th ough Weste izatio

o e Weste

ultu al apital tha i the past fo e a ple

of edu atio o the

edia . Nevertheless, for the majority, the

cultural knowledge of locals and Western expats still differs and limits the ability to fit in with
the habitus (the accepted norms) of the Other (Pret, Shaw, & Dodd, 2015). In relation to the
Western people and the Weste

pa allel

o ld , the habitus shows similarities to colonial

times because the hierarchical social order which shaped the actors stayed similar.
The example of James, my Kenyan friend who came to visit the Disco Soup event illustrates
this. I felt very confident going to that event which was just one street further from where I
lived at that time. It was an event where I expected to meet many people belonging to my
social class and with similar identities; mainly Western and young people, concerned about
issues like food waste. Furthermore, I was used to enter buildings and other locations without
any issues; as a young and light-skinned woman in Nairobi, I was usually not perceived as a
threat17 or a beggar. But my friend has had different experiences in his past, he did not belong
to the e lusi e,

hite o

u it a d li ed i a less ealth

eigh ou hood. He did ot just

enter with the same self-confidence, simply because he could not expect to be allowed to
enter just like that – even though the event was supposed to be public.
But there are also a few striking alterations and adjustments of the Kenyan habitus through
time – often caused by colonialism and further globalization / Weste izatio . For example,

17

During that time, in 2013 to 2015, several terroristic attacks took place in Nairobi and other parts of Kenya.
Therefore, suspicion and security mechanisms increased.
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nowadays, the vast majority of Nairobi city
dwellers is wearing Western clothes

18

though it is the social norm, the habitus,
that women should wear skirts and that
these should at least reach the knee 19 .
Most Western people adjust to these
dressing codes and other social norms and

During your work time you are trying to
address issues related to poverty and war, but
in your free time you and your friends go out
and get drunk, laugh, dance, are very loud
and behave like teenagers who recently found
freedom. You see expatriates taking home
lo al p ostitutes at the e d of the ight …
then you get too drunk to care all that much.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2015a)

habitus as long as they are in areas which are clearly dominated by Kenyans – which does not
happen very often in their free time (Nairobi Expat Social (NES), 2010-2016).
The process of getting a legal status to reside and work in Kenya also shows an important
discontinuity. Nowadays, Western people generally perceive it as a long and challenging
procedure to get a long-term visa and work permit for Kenya. As a response to the
International Criminal Court (ICC) trial of the Kenyan heads of the state, the Kenyan
government further problematized the acquirement of visas. In this sense, Western nationals
are disadvantaged compared to colonial times. But the difficulties stand in no relation to the
challenges for Kenyans to get a visa for the Western world, even if it is just about a tourist visa.
In this sense, the gap between the Kenyans and the Western people in terms of acquiring visas
decreased a bit but stayed similar. Citizenship and the privileges which are connected to it can
be analysed as a form of capital (Bauder, 2008).
In sum, the Western development worker´s relatively high amount of economic capital which
transforms into social, cultural, and symbolic capital leads to substantially higher living
standards and very different lifestyles to most Kenyans. This contrast reminds me very much
of colonial times though there are a few minor discontinuities, developments and
adjustments. In the following, possible explanations are presented to bring the analysis to a
higher level.
Though aid workers are usually more knowledgeable about global inequalities and idealistic
about a change, they often quickly adapt to the relatively high lifestyle in development
countries and their superior position, thus t a sfo
18

… i to a little aristocracy (Secret Aid

A plurality of these clothes are the second hand clothes Western people are donating and which are being sold
for cheap on the local market. The second-hand clothes from Western countries are so cheap that for the
majority it does not make financially sense to buy clothes made in Kenya.
19
Fascinatingly, the modest dressing code completely changes when Kenyans go out at night.
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Worker, 2015a). The reasons for that can be explained with Bou dieu s theories of the
reproduction of the social order. Western development workers are already used to the high
living standards in Europe, the US, or Australia. They acquired their habitus throughout their
life with strong, long-lasting effects (M. Bègue, personal communication, November 11, 2015).
Furthermore, it can be argued that the Western society and institutionalized development aid
are to a certain extent still characterized by colonial and racist mind-sets and practices.20 Their
experiences about what is o

al dete

i es thei

eha iou a d leads to a ep odu tio of

inequalities. The same way, over time, the development workers get used to their privileged
situation and high status in Kenya. Though
Security is the justification for massive
4x4 vehicles as the only means of
transport – there goes the
environmentally friendly convictions
of former public transport commuters.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2015a)

the

ight feel u o fo ta le

ith the idea of

house help at first, but are quickly eased into the
idea by convenience and the absence of washing
machines and dishwashers (Secret Aid Worker,
2015a). Žižek s o ept of fetishistic disavowal is

another explanation for the conscious engagement in and denial of relationships based on
power differentials that stem from colonial times. Back to Bourdieu, development workers
incorporate these new experiences into their habitus. This consequently leads to the
continuation of the social order and symbolic violence over the local population - the
subaltern, which are seen as incapable to help themselves. The performance of symbolic
violence by Western development workers on Kenyans can further explain certain colonial
continuities. As described in chapter four, the colonial nature of the society, in which the
Weste

a

is see as supe io , is embedded in the historical process which became an

established social construction. This symbolic construction causes a transformation which
further legitimates a relationship of domination and exploitation (M. Bègue, personal
communication, November 11, 2015). To a certain extent, this is still visible today, though with
the end of the colonial state and rise of the Kenyan upper-class and capitalism, the
differentiation between Western and local became lesser. During colonial times violence was
more direct and open than now, whereas symbolic violence became more pervasive these
days. Analysing social situations in which local and Western people interact, whether at the

20

This is visible in the unequal visa regulations, racial profiling, right-winged movements/political parties and
discourse, or in the imposition of Western alues o the Thi d o ld e.g. i di idual ased hu a ights .
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work place or in their free time, this s

oli

o fi e e t , as Bourdieu would call it, is still

visible.
Just like other people, development workers are
susceptible to being formed by the existing
power dynamics and unconsciously corrupted by
the inequality (Secret Aid Worker, 2015d;
Canavera, 2016). A Secret Aid Worker (2015d)

We participated in these systems with
only the most whisper-hushed
uestio s, a d is t that ho po e
works? We sip it and believe, or just
dream, that it is rightfully ours.
(Canavera, 2016)

described how she e pe ie ed this i pa t as e su tle: I was dimly aware of a gulf opening
up between how I said I wanted the world to be and the conditions I heartily accepted. I had
become a typically entitled white person .
Another reason for the maintenance of the social order is its convenience and the difficulty to
change it as an individual. Western people often struggle about the appropriate behaviour
towards their household staff and try to orient themselves on the practices of other Western
expats (Nairobi Expat Social (NES), 2010-2016). This way they are further reproducing typical
Western practices, encouraged by others (not only by Western people working in the
development field). For example, the struggle about the right salary of the household staff is
quite common. On the one hand, the salary should be generous as they try not to exploit their
staff and perpetuate their poverty. But on the other hand, it should not disturb the local
standards or give the impression of being rich (Secret Aid Worker, 2015a; Nairobi Expat Social
(NES)). The Weste

elite is ofte to

et ee

a ti g to sho

thei o di a i ess to the

local population by not relying on their labour and the resulting conveniences as well as
thinking that it will be financially beneficial for locals to let them do their groceries or dirty
laundry (Secret Aid Worker, 2015a).
This section analysed how the highly visible possession of much economic capital,
transforming into other forms of capital, enables practices and results in mind-sets, which
constitute colonial patterns. The unequal distribution of capitals and disparate habitus
persisted through time, though to a lower degree and with more (accepted) exceptions. One
of the most striking changes is the social acceptance of relationships between Western and
Kenyan people. Bourdieu´s concepts of capitals, habitus and symbolic violence, Žižek s
concept of fetishistic disavowal, and commentaries of development workers could help to
reveal and explain the persisting colonial division in local and Western lifestyles in Kenya.
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6 Perspectives
This section acknowledges the views of those involved in order to further analyse colonial
continuities and discontinuities. The recognition of the perception of those affected is
especially relevant for the legitimacy of Western development work. In the first part, the
attitudes of the local population with a focus on critical and uncritical voices are discussed.
Further, the view of local development workers is illustrated. In the second part, the
awareness of Western development workers is addressed.

6.1 Local Population
The perception of the local population (the subaltern) and their view on the Western
development workers (the hegemon) is particularly relevant for the study of colonial practices
and mind-sets. But the local perception varies a lot and depends very much on several factors,
for example the socio-economic status, personal experiences, and location of residence.
First of all, I would like to say that I perceived it as a relatively sensitive topic, especially since
independence took place only about 50 years ago. For these reasons, and because of the fact
that the data has to come mainly from Kenyans themselves, this field requires a more
extensive ethnographic study. Nonetheless, I could collect some data from my Kenyan friends
and the media and hence give an introduction to the local perspective on Western
development workers.
In May 2015, I met Tamara21, a young PHD student in Wageningen. Tamara was from Nairobi
and used to work in the governmental development sector, so I took the chance and started
a conversation about Western development workers. Interestingly, she told me that the local
perception very much depends on the personal background and that people with a higher
socio-economic status like her have a quite different opinion compared to most Kenyans in
more remote areas. She felt that the higher educated Kenyans were getting more and more
critical while most villagers did not question the legitimacy of the Western development
workers (personal communication, 12 May, 2016). I heard similar responses from other
Kenyans and therefore, I focus in this section on the differences between Kenyans and their
perspective.

21

All names of my Kenyan references have been changed.
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Urban dwellers and especially the middle-upper class are used to Western people living
amongst them. Gabriel, a Kenyan man around 30 who was working closely with Western
people, told me that this explains why many locals do not differentiate between people with
different skin colour, neither perceive Western people as superior. According to Gabriel and
James, a professional cook at a star hotel in Nairobi, also around his late 20s, Western
development workers feel superior and are privileged. They are seen to have very high living
standards, drive in the best cars and can even break road rules without the traffic police
holding them accountable. Gabriel thinks further that Kenyans are rather sceptical about the
true intentions of current Western intervention
in Kenya and even blame them for some issues
like dependency, inefficiency and corruption
(personal communication, 23 May, 2016;

A majority of the people feel or behave
towards white people as if they were
inferior. In urba a eas it s a it diffe e t.
(Gabriel, personal communication,
May 23, 2016)

Shikwati, 2005).
According to Gabriel and my personal observations, the Kenyan mainstream media is also
rather critical about Western development work (Presidential Strategic Communications Unit,
2015; Ongiri, 2014; Gibendi, 2014; Mutambo, 2016; Xinhua, 2013). Following the Kenyan
news, it seems that the national government becomes more and more critical about expat
staff, strenghening visa and work permit regulations to favor local staff (Kuo, 2016a). The
Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta advocated during the last United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) for more leadership of Kenyan development workers. He
further c itizised that intervention should be more than just paying huge salaries and buying
big cars for your staff here, things that do not change anything (Kenyatta, 2016 in Wachira,
2016).22
Villagers and lower or middle class Kenyans who have less experiences with Western people
seem to be less critical. But strikingly, they do not really differentiate between Western
development workers and Western people who are doing non-development related work –
or volunteering as I did. When I talked to Kenyans, belonging to the lower-middle class, and
asked them specific questions, they gave general responses about Western people and also

22

The government´s aversion to NGOs is more complex, being connected to issues of power and the case of
the International Criminal Court (ICC), where president Uhuru Kenyatta and his vice president William Ruto
have been pursued over their role in ethnic violence that claimed more than 1,000 lives after a disputed
presidential election in 2007 (Kuo, 2016a).
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seemed to have me included into the group of Western people they were referring to.
Therefore, I am not sure how much I personally influenced their answers. But it was still
interesting to hear about such positive perceptions and the generalization of Western people
in Kenya.
Sarah, a young high school graduate with whom I volunteered as a teacher in 2014 and who
is now going to the University, told

e that she thi k[s] the este

gu s i

ou t

ae

great, friendly and social. Been around some of them, these guys are humble. I believe us
Kenyans tend to judge and make them look bad but they are not. In fact, they are much cooler
than the east side workers, e. g Asians, Indians. I believe if we could be humble and friendly
to them as they are, communication will be much easier. As far as I am concerned, they are
good people (personal communication, 28 May, 2016).
Robert, a young man in his mid-20s, who was working in the music business and as a fitness
t ai e i Nai o i told

e Ke a s a e positi e a out este

a e doi g it s easie to ea
ha e a otio that

t ust o e he e if ou a e hite tha

o ke s, a d [for] what they
e t ust ou sel es. Af icans

este e s a e t a spa e t people (personal communication, 24 May,

2016).
These examples illustrate what I myself perceived during my time in Kenya and what Gabriel
said: a

ajo it of the people feel o

eha e to a ds hite people as if the

e e i fe io

(personal communication, May 23, 2016). As argued beforehand, Bourdieu´s concept of
symbolic violence can explain this phenomenon as it is a product of the reproduction of the
colonial social order. The submission to this symbolic violence shows the incarnation of these
prejudices and often even legitimizes it by naturalization. Furthermore, it s diffi ult to
question these practices when you know you are receiving services that would otherwise be
u a aila le (Secret Aid Worker, 2016a). Gabriel explains this further
Ke a s li i g i

sa i g that

ost

u al a eas a e so u a a e to the e te t of ot e e u de sta di g hat

exactly is going on in the country. Basically, they believe what they see and hear in the edia
(personal communication, May 23, 2016). This aspect can be analysed with Bourdieu´s
concept of habitus; it could be argued that these Kenyans did not really gain new and different
experiences with Western people, and that therefore colonial experiences still dominate their
attitude. Nevertheless, the perspective of Kenyans would require more research to conclude
this.
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To sum up, in contrast to the more privileged

Among the relatively well-off there is some
ese t e t a out hite sa iou s a d
NGOs, but if you get out into communities
with few services and not much connection
to the government and its services, there is
generally appreciation for NGOs.
(Brass in Kuo, 2016a)
autho s

urban dwellers, I found that the subaltern
Kenyans have a rather positive attitude
towards Western development aid (Kuo,
2016a). These personal and not very
extensive findings are supported by other

hi h ha e poi ted out that it is poo people the sel es

ho

a t de elo e t

(De Vries, 2007).
Kenyan development workers have a more differentiated and critical attitude towards
Western development organizations and staff.
One important point of criticism is the huge wage gap between local and international staff,
as well as the extra remuneration for internationals, such as better health insurance, higher
t a el allo a e, a d apa t e ts i safe a d e lusi e a eas – which is seen as necessary for
the international but not for the local staff (Kevin, personal communication, 25 May, 2016;
Tamara, personal communication, 12 May, 2016; Mutindi, 2016; Jen in Mutindi, 2016). This
creates a divide between the staff members and, obviously, frustration from local staff
(Mutindi, 2016). Tamara told me about her friend, a Kenyan development worker who felt the
division of local and international salary for the same work to be unfair as she had the same
qualifications and Western education. She had to fight for long to get the international salary
and finally took the responsibility for a Ugandan program in order to be categorized as
international staff (Tamara, personal communication, 12 May, 2016).
A female national development worker vented her anger in the Facebook group Fifty Shades
of Aid: I o e had to liste to a e pat olleague justif to

e a atio al staff

h the e is

guesthouse for nationals and that it is of a much lower standard than the one for expats in the
same town. Apparently I am much better able to 'rough it up' than delicate expats. It's a whole
ultu e

(Fifty Shades of Aid, 2015-

2016).
Another critic concerned putting young
and freshly graduated Western people
with little practical experience in leading
positions and valuing their opinion and
suggestions more than those of the local

Our chair was from the UK and most of the time
would implement ideas presented by fellow
white and drag when a Kenyan did so. This
included interns from the UK who would come
even for a short period. Sometimes they even
make changes on meals, who works with who even without consultation.
(Kevin, personal communication, 25 May, 2016)
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staff (as can be read in the adjacent quote) (Kurji, 2013; Tamara, personal communication, 12
May, 2016; Kevin, personal communication, 25 May, 2016; Secret Aid Worker, 2016c).
Godifri Mutindi, a South-East African development consultant, stated that local development
workers become frustrated about the division between local and international staff and that
The expat lifestyle in many developing
countries is pretty extravagant, and is
so far removed from local standards
that you have to wonder if the aid
workers really know anything about
the people the e t i g to help .
(Jen in Mutindi, 2016)

the e is also a i osit that the de elop e t
partners appear as seeking to create equality and
human rights, but they actually further the
diffe e e

(Mutindi, 2016). He questions the

legitimacy, true intention and effectivity of
Western development aid by saying that these

countries planted these conflicts in the first place and are having only economic interests
(Mutindi, 2016). Though many local aid workers have understanding for the different
background and possible responsibilities of Western staff in their home country, they expect
them to live more according to local standards (Jen in Mutindi, 2016). Thereby, also the
capabilities of Western development workers are questioned, as they are accused of being
out of tou h ith the lo al Af i a
Furthermore, Ta a a

ealit

iti ised the

(Ayodele, Cudjoe, Nolutshungu, & Sunwabe, 2005).
o ditio alit

of

development aid, which obviously rather helped the Western
donor country than the success of the project as described in

Poverty is a multi-million
dollar business which they
do not want to end.
(Mutindi, 2016)

chapter 5.2. When I asked her what she thinks about those development workers in their
private life, a knowing smile passed over her face. She said that it is a very elitist and closed
group, as she also found it in Kigali, the capital city of Rwanda (personal communication, 12
May, 2016).
Another point of criticism concerns the wish for more sovereignty. Otseino Namwaya, a
researcher with Human Rights Watch in Kenya, said that we do t a t to e see as eedi g
to be taken care of, and we want to take charge of our own destiny (Kuo, 2016a).
The study of the perspectives of locals supported and legitimized my findings from the
previous chapters. Though the perspectives of locals are very diverse and depend on their own
economic status, personal experiences and location of residence, it can be concluded that the
existing division between Western development workers and locals is rather dominant and
shows colonial continuities. Nevertheless, the changing and more critical attitude of Kenyan
development workers, urban dwellers and especially the middle-upper class shows that more
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colonial discontinuity is desired. It seems that it is the elite and intelligentsia are rather
objective towards Western development aid, whereas locals who would receive the help and
support seem to welcome the expat staff.

6.2 Western Development Worker
This section deals with the self-reflexivity of the development workers which is part of postcolonial studies. According to Spivak (1988), people a e su je t-effe ts which means that
personal and institutional desires and interests are reflected in representations (in Kapoor,
2008, p.55). Thus, the ideology and fantasies of the development apparatus just as its
inconsistencies become also visible in their practices and mind-sets in their private domain
and are perceived by locals. Therefore, self-reflexivity and acknowledgement of Western
complicity is e essa

i o de to te pe a d o te tualize o e s lai s, educes the risk of

pe so al a oga e o geoi stitutio al i pe ialis

a d to ha e a o -hierarchical encounter

with locals, the subaltern (Kapoor, 2008, p.55). But following Žižek s o ept of fetishistic
disavowal, a recognition of the contradictions is not enough but they have to be confronted
in order to challenge the status quo. In the following, I mention a few examples of the selfreflexive expressions of Western development workers who are indeed quite critical about
the effects and intentions of the development apparatus, as well as about colonial patterns
and privileges
I was not a development worker but after half a year in Nairobi I became friends with some
and sta ted to spe d a su sta tial pa t of

f ee ti e i

thei

o ld and enjoyed it very

much. However, especially in the beginning, it simply felt morally wrong: Working on issues of
extreme poverty during the day, and to spent the
evening in a world of cocktails, washing machines
and private drivers. I could not help myself but to
calculate what could have been invested in
improving the life of the extreme poor for the
price of one Friday evening23. I asked myself if the

I ha e o l e e li ed o the e pat iate
side of this divide; in my ensuing years
as a humanitarian aid worker, one who
once comfortably accepted this bizarre
status quo, I have come to see the
system as inherently unjust.
(Canavera, 2016)

money of the development organizations was spent in the best possible way while allowing
their staff to have such a high living standards just next to extreme poverty. I avoided telling
For example, at times he the € fo tea he s o thl sala
as (again) not yet paid, or when the
latrines had to be emptied because they were already overflowing and endangered the kids.

23
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lower or middle class Kenyans about how I spent my weekend, afraid of their judgments and
ashamed of the privileges I could enjoy just due to my status as a (light-skinned) German
citizen - and no, money played only a minor role.
Due to less close personal contact to locals who could not afford the Western life style or who
were not their staff, other Western people might not feel about it as strongly but can be still
So, having originally set off with ideals about
creating global equality, I found myself in a
scene often depicted in sepia colonial photos –
white people in management seated at the front
and Africans around the edges in junior roles.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2015d)

troubled and critical. This is especially
visible in the fact that I retrieved much of
the information about the continued
colonial

order

development

from

workers

Western
themselves.

Besides their personal circles, they express their thoughts in blogs or Facebook groups, such
as Fifty Shades of Aid or Nairobi Expat Social (NES).
Especially, the clear differentiation in the treatment
of local and privileged international staff reminds
many development workers of colonial times and
unjust privileges (Canavera, 2016; Secret Aid
Worker, 2015d; Phillips, 2013; Fifty Shades of Aid,

The NGO autho ized i te atio al
… staff e e s to e ei e o e pe
diem and to stay in a nicer hotel
than the atio al staff e e s
working in the same location. Where
was this - Birmingham, circa 1953?
(Canavera, 2016)

2016).
Other development workers expressed their concern about the behaviour of development
workers in their private life and the resulting perception of the local population. A Secret Aid
Worker (2015a) wrote in The Guardian: You ask ou self

hat ki d of alues ou a e

projecting and what kind of impression you are leaving on the local people, but then you get
too drunk to care all that much .

Further, a number of development workers are very critical about the Western domination of
the development apparatus. Though
they are very passionate about being in
the field , so e feel that thei
Westerners

is

not

legitimate

o k as
and

efficient enough, and that it would be
better to employ local staff which is
ep ese tati e of the ta get g oup . O e

You might love the idea of living abroad and
'helping people', but we need an industry that is
more representative, and not necessarily
Western-led. Which, for better or for worse,
excludes us. If you're truly focused on helping
people and making a difference, then taking a
Program Manager job in Kenya isn't the answer.
(Jevons, 2016)
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anonymous aid worker o

e ted i The Gua dia that: Mo e a d

o e ou

olleagues i

the developing world don't need us in the north to do the work that they can now do
the sel es, ette

(User Name: ID4568188, 2016).

To conclude, numerous Western development workers are conscious of their complicity in
colonial mind-sets and practices. According to Spivak, this self-reflexivity and not disavowing
complicities is necessary to break the circle of Western privilege. But fetishist disavowal and
the comfort of the current hierarchical situation makes it difficult to change these habits and
inconsistencies. Furthermore, it could be argued that the most self-reflective and proactive
development workers decided against working in developing countries because of these
inconsistencies.
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7 Discussion and Conclusion
To explore my main research question and extent of persisting colonial practices and mindsets among current development workers in Kenya, I formulated and answered three subquestions with the help of an extensive conceptual and analytical framework. The
combination of (post-) development, post-colonial, psychoanalytical theories and Bourdieu´s
theories of the reproduction of the social order, as well as commentaries of development
workers, allowed me to see the persistence of colonial practices and mind-sets from different
perspectives. While (post-) development and post-colonial studies take a broader view and
focus on the operation of the development apparatus, the effects of the colonial process, and
the persisting power relationships between the West and the post-colony, the other two
theories concentrate more on the practices and ideologies of subjects. Psychoanalysis looks
at subjective contradictions and unconscious expression, and Bourdieu s theo ies a al se the
social reproduction of the colonial practices and mind-sets.
My first sub-question was analysed in the first chapter and explored how Western superiority
and racism manifested itself during colonial times in Kenya. I described the colonists´
segregated way of living and their hierarchical relations with locals. Western settlers
o st u ted thei supe io it of

hite ess as a s o

of less la ki g a d

o e hole with

help of direct violence, as well as symbolic violence and the establishment of new social values
and norms. Bourdieu´s theories on the reproduction of the social order and psychoanalysis
were helpful tool of analysis though the issue offered more potential for further analysis.
The second sub-question explored if the colonial patterns of superiority are still visible and
applicable for current development workers and the third sub-question tried to further reveal
them by explaining colonial continuities. I discovered many similar practices and mind-sets,
though their severity was lower and less noticeable.
As part of the development apparatus, development workers reflect and are impacted by its
colonial social order. Western domination and self-interests are visible in the working of
development poli ies a d p oje ts ut also at the

o k pla es i the field . I te atio al

development workers continue to possess much and highly visible economic capital,
transforming into cultural, social and symbolic capital. This generates practices and mind-sets
which constitute colonial habits, for example having domestic workers or exclusive schools for
their offspring. The unequal distribution of capitals and a distinguished habitus known from
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colonial times persist, though to a lower degree and with more exceptions. At the same time,
the persistence of Western elite domination and (neo)colonial impoverishment are simply
ignored which further nurtures these continuities, a blind spot. Studying the ambitions of
current development workers, a clear difference with colonists, who mainly came for land
occupation and natural resources, can be seen. But the initial ambitions of development
o ke s to do good a e ofte

o -realizable fantasies and can conceal and disavow their own

lacks and problematic complicities which leads to an adaptation to the continuities of colonial
mind-sets and practices. Ne t to the ideologi al fa tas of doi g good , othe a

itio s such

as longing for adventure and a good time, interest in the life abroad, and imposition of
Western norms and values have persisted through time.
Nevertheless, Kenya got its independence from the United Kingdom in 1963 and a number of
other colonial discontinuities can be recognized. For example, relationships with Kenyans
based on equality are now socially accepted, the jurisdiction is Kenyan-led, racism and direct
violence prosecuted by Western people is not the norm anymore and visa regulations have
been toughened. Kenyans, mainly belonging to the middle-upper class, are having a more
critical attitude towards Western people in Kenya and foreign development aid. Furthermore,
effort is being made to alleviate colonial practices through an at times very self-reflexive and
critical perspective of development workers, and it should be noted that other African workers
get (mostly) the same privileged working conditions in Kenya as Europeans. But it could be
argued that this is not enough, that unconscious psychological mechanisms, like jouissance or
fetishist disavowal, and the habitus are stronger than that, and that only problem mitigation
is not sufficient to break persisting and often hidden and unconscious colonial practices and
mind-sets. Nevertheless, with the rise and dominance of capitalism and a changing world
order, socio-economic factors and interests seem more decisive for this apparent colonial
pe siste

tha the Weste

a d

hite o igi . I suggest to further research this hypothesis

of a new hegemony based on capitalism and therefore include a study of non-western
development workers, such as the Chinese.
Of course it should be also noted that this thesis concerned mainly the private domain of
development workers, their free and relaxation time which should arguably be distinguished
from their work life. But nevertheless, their private actions are being perceived by others who
base their judgements on these perceptions.
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In my opinion development aid should continue to be supported by the Western World,
especially because of its colonial and neo- olo ial de t a d e ause of the poo s desi e fo
development. But to be successful and to counteract colonial continuities, the development
apparatus and its intention has to be transformed. Further, it could be argued that a certain
distance and foreign view in addition to profound local knowledge is necessary for a
recognition of some development issues. This argument would promote a more equal
development aid relationship but not the complete withdrawal of Western development
workers, as other post-development theorists would argue. In this context, some might
further reason it is a necessity to offer competitive working conditions for international staff
in order to attract the most qualified staff. But in my opinion this argument ignores the
resulting loss of the connection with the local population and continuity of colonial practices
and mind-sets. Further, it disregards the standpoint that attractive working conditions should
not be the main driver for choosing a certain job in the development aid sector. It would show
more solidarity, commitment and consistency to accept to live more like and with locals.
Mo eo e , it should ot e fo gotte that eal doi g good al a s i plies to fo go so ethi g
and to make difficult choices, also at a personal level.
For a better handling of the issue of colonial continuities and transformation of the
de elop e t se to

democratization of the powerful transnational development

institutions, extension of participation to the economy; and construction of non-national
forms of gift-giving are proposed (Kapoor, 2008, p.148). Because of the colonial history and
material and cultural advantages interactions between Western people and Kenyans are
inevitably loaded. Therefore, a non-hierarchical and non-arrogant encounter further requires
Western development workers to put a special focus on radical self-reflexivity and
acknowledging complicity. My favourite sentence which I came across during my research
su s this aspe t up: When the investigating subject, naively or knowingly, disavows its
complicity or pretends it has

o geo-politi al dete

i atio s , it does the opposite of

o eali g itself: it p i ileges itself (Kapoor, 2004, p.631). This self-reflexivity could help to
break patterns of the reproduction of the social order, such as symbolic violence or jouissance.
More concretely, the inclusion of locals and their ability to be their own agents of
de elop e t has to

e i p o ed. That

ea s

ot o l se di g Weste

e pe ts to

implement Western technologies but to invest in education for local experts who can take the
lead and speak up for themselves.
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Due to the high societal relevance and wide range of applicable theoretical concepts, the
persisting colonial mind-sets and practices offer more opportunities for further research. I
suggest an extended ethnographic research with a focus on the perceptions of the local
population and their interaction with Western development workers. I further recommend to
analyse the identity and mind-sets of these Western development workers and why their aid
organizations select them. Especially psychoanalytical theories can be applied to study how
the colonial unconscious erupts through ideological inconsistencies like slips of the tongue,
Žižek calls this the a s e of the eal . An extension of the application of Spivak´s and Said´s
work on the representation of the Other would be interesting to analyse how the Western
development worker view and describe Kenyans, the colonial Other. Another interesting field
of study could be to analyse where the tremendous number of volunteers fit in - who are in
my case even financed by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ). It should be noted that most development workers start as volunteers
and might even continue to volunteer next to their main job.
I used a wide range of secondary literature to validate, deepen and widen my understanding.
The data triangulation ranged from scientific literature, newspaper articles, blogs, social
media, to movies. But because of the limited extent of a Bachelor thesis, it is not possible to
retrieve much more data and get a more extensive picture of post-colonial mind-sets and
practices. The insights I gained from my personal experiences and the conversations or chats
with Kenyan friends were very helpful and complementary but as well limited. To deepen
these insights, I suggest participatory observation and semi-structured interviews with more
participants.
I k o I a pa t of the p o le . … “u e,
formalised colonialism is over. But now we have to
ake su e e a e t i ple enting an even more
insidious, neo-colonial system that gives white,
rich people around the world the power to make
decisions for countries that are not their own.
(Secret Aid Worker, 2016a)
I realized that the more I worked on my thesis, the more critical I became about the life of
Western development workers in post-colonies such as Kenya. I recently talked with the son
of a German development worker, a young high school graduate who was about to take part
in the same German volunteer program as I did. He told me how he grew up in Lima, Peru,
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visiting a private German school. He basically had only friends from the exclusive upper class
because he could not really find common grounds with the others.
I asked myself if I really want that for my family. Do I want to be part of and reproduce
exclusivity if it contradicts my own ideologies? Does the reality really reflect my dream of
working abroad and doing good?
This way, my thesis constitutes a very self-critical and reflective end of my Bachelor program
at Wageningen University with many questions to which I have yet to find an answer.
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